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SIMULATED EXERCISES
TABLETOP & LIVEPLAY

SUPPORTING YOUR ‘DUTY TO PROTECT’

THE CAMOR SOLUTION
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Tabletop exercises are facilitated discussion sessions where team members meet in an
informal virtual or classroom setting to discuss and evaluate individual’s roles, test plans and
responses during an emergency to establish their effectiveness.
It is important that when conducting exercises all staff are engaged at operational, tactical
and strategic levels. Exercises are a cost-effective way to test established plans. Consistently
Inquiries and post incident reviews of terrorist attack and major incidents have highlighted the
fundamental need to test and refine plans and apply the learning. Continuous improvement
should be a priority for any organisation.
Let CAMOR and Controlled Events support you and your team through this process. Our team
has some of the most experienced security professionals in the UK in emergency response,
business continuity, counter terrorism and crowd science.
Tabletop Exercise Themes

Emergency Response
Insider Risk
Firearms and Weapons Attack
Terrorist Attacks
Business Continuity
Incident Response

The aim of your exercise is to:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Ensure your plans work
Develop staff, partners and supply chain competency
Enhance staff understanding of their role
Share plans across an organisation
Confirm staff are adequately trained and briefed
Test the use of technical equipment
Review and assess the design of the site, technical equipment and resourcing levels
Support your ’Duty of Care’ and ‘Duty to Protect’ obligations

®

Why is exercising important?
–
		
–
		
–
		

Exercising provides critical hands-on training to the personnel responsible for the
response and recovery activities
There is often an assumption of capability and necessary experience – have you stress tested
your assumptions, decision making and collective response under crisis conditions?
Crisis management skills are best learnt through ‘doing’ and the exercise
will build the muscle memory

Why is our approach effective?
–
		
–
		
–
		
–
–

We design a credible and challenging scenario with input from the organisation
resilience owner/sponsor
We build the simulation using Conducttr, a recognised proprietary simulation tool which
enables sessions to be efficiently run globally, wherever your players are based
We deliver the scenario via a expert-led screen-share video call or a face to face session can be
arranged to minimise costs, maximise engagement across sites & to manage COVID-19 limitations
Players login to the simulation tool alongside the video conference for the session
We produce a concise report within 2 weeks containing analysis and practical improvements

Our Simulation Report format includes:
– Summary
– Analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats
– Recommendations to enhance safety and security plans

How the tabletop simulation exercise works:

Simulated Virtual Exercises
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SIMULATED EXERCISE
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SIMULATED VIRTUAL EXERCISE
DEMONSTRATION
Multiple Communications are simulated including
Twitter, Facebook, phone calls and email

CAMOR Infinity Learning Diagram
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Simulation provides a critical element in the continuous improvement cycle of your planning
and arrangements

M
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CAMOR COMPANY CAPABILITIES

CAMOR provide globally Integrated Risk and Security Solutions. Our world class security
experts have advised UK and International Governments and business extensively,
ensuring people, assets and reputations are safe and secure.
Dr David Bamaung is the expert witness in protective security at the Manchester Arena
Inquiry and a Counter Terrorist Security Advisor.
Paul McDonald was the Airport Commander for all airports in Scotland and is an AvSEC
Aviation Security Expert.
Simon Roberts was the training lead at National Counter Terrorism Security Office, he
co-authored and was the lead for the UK crowded places guidance and online E-learning.
Joseph Gallagher working for FRS Scotland led on the guidance, training and coaching in
emergency preparedness and response to Critical National Infrastructure (CNI) Staff and
Events at various UK locations.
Controlled Events have worked with the CAMOR team for several years and provide the
technical expertise gained from their facilitation of exercise simulations to a wide range
of sectors and organisations.

Simulated Virtual Exercises
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